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A Letter to the Community from Dean Carey
The following letter was placed in the mailboxes of members of the college community on Monday
To the College Community:

Two weeks ago, College officials 
received a report that a current student was 
dealing drugs on campus. As we have done 
in the past, we immediately sought legal 
counsel as to our responsibilities. On the 
basis of the advice we received, we notified 
the Santa Fe police. An on campus investi-
gation by detectives followed, though not 
until the fifth day after they had been noti-
fied. The detectives found no evidence of 
drug dealing. The College then undertook 
its own internal investigation. In the course 
of our investigation, we received several 
admissions of drug dealing. Some other 
aspects of this matter came to light that had 
an effect on the disciplinary action we have 
taken, including the report of a physical 
threat against one of our students, a threat 
we took so seriously as to increase campus 
security.

A phase of this investigation is nearing 
completion but the enquery into drug use on 
the campus will remain open for the forsee- 
able future. To avoid some possible misun-
derstandings, I would like to make a few 
observations. The Student Handbook does 
not say or imply that College officials must 
conduct an internal investigation of illegal 
activity before we inform law enforcement

officers ("with whom the College will fully 
cooperate in their investigation"- Student 
Handbook, p. 17), much less that we must 
call students in to confirm or deny reports to 
the effect that they have been involved with 
drug use on campus before we inform law 
enforcement officials. Moreover, the 
Student Handbook does not make a distinc-
tion between "hard" and "soft" illegal drugs 
or substances, nor are College officials 
required to respect this distinction. The ille-
gal possession or use of any controlled sub-
stances, as well as trafficking in them, con-
stitutes grounds for expulsion from the 
College without refund of fees.

St. John's is a private institution, and 
College officials are, among other things, 
effectively landlords in their relation to stu-
dents that are housed on campus. 
Accordingly, in the course, of our internal 
investigations and consequent disciplinary 
action, we are not bound by the same stric-
tures regarding searches or the same criteria 
regarding evidence as might be required by 
a court of law. In this connection, students 
are advised to reread the Housing Contract 
and the relevant sections of the Student 
Handbook, especially page 15.

Finally, the intimidation or harrasment of 
students who have cooperated, or are 
thought to have cooperated, with College

officials fulfilling their obligations is uneon- 
seionable and unworthy of St. John's stu-
dents. We will most definitely seek the 
criminal prosecution of anyone who makes 
an explicit or veiled threat against any of our 
students.

I shall be meeting next week with the 
resident assistants to address questions 
about College drug poliey. We shall also 
discuss the wider issue of community, the 
concept of which has been invoked by some 
as a justification for the toleration of illegal, 
criminal, and potentially dangerous activi-
ties in our midst. I do not know how widely 
this perception is shared. If you have obser-
vations on this matter that you think should 
be considered please share them them with 
your resident assistant. I shall assume that 
they will be eonveyed with me at our meet-
ing. I am happy, as always, to converse 
individually with students. But it will be 
difficult to schedule more than a few 
appointments in this final week of the 
semester, so some of these conversations 
may have to take place after the holidays 
which I wish in advance to be pleasant for 
all of you.

James Carey 
Dean

Drugs on Campus?
By  Jaso n  Bielagus , '98
The names of the students have been 
changed at their request.

Two students have withdrawn, and one 
was suspended, due to reports of their 
involvement with illegal substanees.

On the afternoon of November 25, three 
Santa Fe Police detectives fi"om the depart-
ment of homicide and narcotics entered the 
dorm Wagner. Although the detectives 
were in plain clothes, they were immediate-
ly recognized as being police officers.

The detectives questioned Azariah 
Abednego, and he replied that he was not 
trafficking narcotics, and that there was 
nothing illegal in his possession. He then 
consented to a search. The detectives 
searehed his room and found nothing.

Detective Ramirez said that his sergeant 
reeeived an anonymous tip-off, and a call

from the Dean, both of which said that 
Abednego was selling marijuana and LSD.

The Dean was not able to comment on 
how this matter was first brought to the 
administration's attention, but Abednego 
said that a student with whom he had a per-
sonal conflict reported his (Abednego's) 
alleged activities.

When asked why he departed from the 
procedure described in the Student 
Handbook, the Dean said that there is noth-
ing in the Handbook which says that he 
must meet with an accused student before 
going to the authorities, and that if the hand-
book gives such an idea, then it is wrong, or 
poorly written. The Dean said that he con-
sulted with the school’s attorney, and then 
contacted the police.

Nearly a week later, another student,

John, was suspended from school. John was 
not able to comment further on the situation 
on the advice of the administration, but it is 
believed his suspension was drug-related.

A third student, Stephen, was then dis-
missed from school for poor academic per-
formance and having taken an illegal sub-
stance. Later, Stephen was given the option 
to withdraw, whieh he took.

Abednego said he was then given the 
choice of denying the accusation of his traf-
ficking narcotics and being dismissed from 
school, or admitting to it and withdrawing 
from school. Although Abednego did not 
feel like he had much choice, he has with-
drawn.

Abednego, who was a very good student, 
will miss being at the school.
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By  Jason  Bielagus , '98
Letter to the Editors

I am scared. I am afraid that the com-
munity in which we live has become one 
that would be familiar to Kafka.

Could we be living in a community 
where one need only be accused to be 
guilty? It seems each of our standings in 
this school is precarious. Should one have a 
personal issue with someone, instead of con-
fronting that person and trying to resolve the 
conflict, it seems one may go to the admin-
istration and have someone removed.

By dismissing these students after listen-
ing to an informer, the administration has 
sent out the message that we are a communi-
ty which does not value individuals working 
out differences between themselves. Instead 
of open communication, we have become a 
place where telling the authorities is how we 
resolve situations unpleasant to us.

The fabric of our community has been

tom. There has been no encouragement of 
communication, solving one’s problem by 
one’s self, trust, or acceptance. The 
approach we have to ideas and each other in 
class has not been encouraged to be applied 
outside of the classroom.

Early last year, when three seniors were 
dismissed from school for offenses which 
did not seem to warrant their expulsions, the 
SRB was established to stop such seemingly 
Draconian punishments. In these recent 
cases of withdrawal, the SRB was not con-
sulted. Instead of performing the tasks for 
which it was made, the SRB engages only in 
petty chicanery. The SRB is entirely use-
less, not doing what it was made to do.

If the dismissed students were not guilty 
of what they were accused, then the admin-
istration has made a grave mistake. If the 
students are guilty, then we must question 
how dangerous their crimes were. Was

what they could have done one night so hor-
rible that it negated all the other contribu-
tions they made to the community? If they 
were harming themselves through these 
activities, was their withdrawal from school 
helpful to them? One of the dismissed stu-
dents was reported to be in high academic 
standing, which means that he was an 
important part of his classes. But it seems 
that whatever help he was to his classes was 
not as important as how he spent a few 
hours one night. This school is a realized 
dream for many students here. This dream 
now seems fragile to many. The haven from 
the alienation many felt before coming here, 
and the comfort of rare unity had by being 
here, has been jeopardized.

I have regarded this school as some 
last island of reason in a society mad from 
trite interests. Now, it seems like no where 
is safe.

For anyone who hasn't heard enough...

Student Review Board Update
By  Ming  Fu , '99

It was Thursday afternoon, three till

one. Girls in my French class were fooling 
around with one another in the classroom, as 
we usually do here to warm up for classes. 
This time, they were giving a report on the 
raucousness in their dorm 3am early that 
morning. “It was the first time I was woken 
up in my dorm,” one of them emphasized. I 
couldn’t tell how serious they were about 
the complaint. But I could well imagine the 
frustration of being kept up by noise early in 
the morning and the offense to someone 
especially if it was not the first occurrence. 
What can be done in this situation? Call the 
RA? The fact that he (she) hasn’t done any-
thing yet up until this point shows he (she) 
is either out or deep in sleep. Conscience 
keeps us from waking him (her) up, 
although he (she) is paid for that. Call the 
security? Sure. But that doesn’t solve the 
problem fundamentally. Most likely, the 
security will just come and stop the noise 
without further ado. It leaves one easily sus-
ceptible to the same disturbance in the 
future. If one wants to address the problem

through a formal conduit. I’d like to suggest 
the use of the Student Review Board. We 
can sit down together and have a physiology 
seminar about the amount of sleep per day 
versus the level of the intellectual function 
of the human brain. Then, we can post some 
public announcement in the Polity-SRB bul-
letin board. It serves, I think, a better 
reminder of the sleep-study rule to some 
people in the community than the Assistant 
Dean’s some-hundred-dollar-fine letter in 
people’s private mail boxes. Don’t you think 
so?

The SRB was created to help mediate 
the infractions between the students and rep-
resent the interest of the community. It is 
not a subdivision of the Assistant Dean’s 
Office to give out punishment. Nor is it a 
campus cop club. It’s a reactive body. 
Without petitions from the students or the 
Assistant Dean on behalf of the community, 
it cannot act. (The petition forms are now 
available at the Polity-SRB bulletin board 
in front of the coffee shop.) Why do you 
need such a body on campus? Because here 
we have midnight disturbances in dorms, we

have wood-cut practice on the nice library 
furniture, we have graffiti on Mr. von 
Breisen’s unchangeable science posters on 
the walls of ESL. The SRB believes these 
problems are better dealt with by an elected 
student body than by the administration. 
Things like the “Black Wednesday” of last 
year should not happen again in this com-
munity. At the same time, the SRB serves 
also as a conduit for the students to express 
their concerns about some of the rules in the 
Student Handbook.

So the SRB is for the community 
instead of against it. Being a nascent organi-
zation, it is fragile and prone to errors. We 
earnestly expect suggestions and even criti-
cism from the community. All our board 
members are open to talk with you. As for 
myself, having had two Thanksgivings so 
far and still not exactly sure about the origin 
of this holiday and the difference between 
the tastes of turkey and chicken, it would be 
appreciate if you can drop a note in my mail 
box with some insights into them as well as 
your words about the SRB.
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Food Service Muggete
Qfose Ovet-Anslyz^tion; Benevolent Fteaks; Qemi-Piction In the Dining hlolL.BeanSf

Plates^ Smokes andQtitPry...

Th e first person I ran into when I got to

the latest Food Service Meeting was Kelon 
McAlester, the dashing picture of food con-
trol you see scuttling around the SJC mess. 
He ran the meeting because Big-Daddy 
Aramark was out of town. McAlester is one 
of the nicest fellas I’ve come across in a 
while and—as I decided after about 30 sec-
onds of sitting next to him—a stone-cold 
man of action. Through the whole meeting 
he fidgeted, but theway he fidgeted made 
fidgeting seem, for the first time in my life, 
cool -all while managing to keep his voice 
calm and professional. It was a great show. 
While McAlester was off getting us cook-
ies—the best perk attached to this gig—a 
girl in attendance (whose name I should 
have written down but didn’t) told us “I love 
Kelon. He’s such a freak.” After it was all 
said and done, she proved to know quite a 
bit about the dark secrets of the dining hall. 
Maybe it was from working for Aramark. 
Maybe it’s from shamelessly tanking up on 
coffee in the back with McAlester during 
those especially hectic dinner hours. Who’s 
to say?

Going in, I had some rather unrealistic 
ideas of how the food service meeting 
would be. I half-expected an angry throng 
of Johnnies crazy for blood, but nobody 
showed. It ended up being me, the objective 
journalist [sic], a cluster of R.A.s attending 
under compulsion, a couple of vegetarians 
that I hoped would turn out to be rowdy (a 
little brawl in the afternoon never hurt any-
body), Kathy Mizrahi in all her funk-south-
west splendor, and fair McAlester, looking 
like a young Travolta. The crowd was not at 
all prepared for the staff lynching that would 
have made this a much more interesting arti-
cle. There were no pitchforks, no torches, 
nothing. Just a lot of bitching about beans.

By  Aaron  Cle wel l , '01
This meeting had a definite theme. “The 

BEANS have no flavor. . .There’s never a 
slotted spoon in the BEANS. . .Whatever 
happened to refried BEANS. . .THE 
BEANS HAVE NO FLAVOR. . .” Blah, 
blah, blah. Cry me a river. Hell, I eat the 
beans. I even like them on occasion. I’ve 
always thought they’d be better with a 
healthy dollop of lard mixed in, but that 
might just be my red-necked trailer-trash 
upbringing. Where I come from, any meal 
that doesn’t contain at least three times as

"... THE BEANS HAVE NO 
FLAVOR... Hell, I eat the 

beans. I've always thought 
they'd be better with a healthy 

dollop of lard mixed in, but 
that might just be my red-neck, 

trailer-trash upbringing."

much saturated fat as you’re supposed go 
through in a day ain’t worth eating. Before I 
made the lard suggestion, however, I real-
ized that even the gravy on this train is 
vegan so the point was probably moot.

There was, thankfully, some other busi-
ness that went down between the bean ranti-
ng. The dishes are still gone. McAlester 
and the food folks are preparing for a big 
“Dish Drive” with the R.A.s that will culmi-
nate with some sort of “Dish Day.” Sounds 
like Oral Roberts to me:

“Last nat, tha Lowerd said ta me, 
‘Kelon!’ Ah said yes, Lowerd? ‘Keelan, if 
you don’t get back all them damn plates by 
Christmas, ahm agonna brang you home.. ’” 

I’m convinced that the only thing that’s 
going to get back those plates is a healthy 
bribe. When I brought this little point up, 
they said that we’d probably all start steal-

ing more dishes just to return them, which is 
completely true. Oh, well. It would have 
been nice to get something other than spo-
radic use out of all the stuff I’ve jacked this 
semester, but, as usual, cooler heads pre-
vailed.

They still don’t want you smoking in the 
dining hall, and they say that they’re going 
to start enforcing it more consistently. 
Someone reported that the amount of smok-
ing that takes place at any given meal is 
directly proportional to the apparent “mean-
ness” of the person swiping cards. If you 
think you can take the card lady, blaze 
away. If not, come outside with me. We 
can bitch about how cold it is and snarl at 
Dick and Jane Cleanlung through the win-
dows. Remember your SRB mantra: This 
is a community. We must all love one 
another. Resistance is futile...

We also talked about variety in the menu 
cycle. McAlester said he was working on a 
three-week menu—no repeats in three 
weeks. Yeah, I think this is probably horse- 
shit too, but there is something rather cool 
on the horizon. In Januaiy the dining hall is 
getting a free-standing add-on where stu-
dents can get meals made to order while 
they wait. You pick the ingredients—^veg- 
ies, meat, whatever they’ve got—and they 
just cook it up for only one swipe-o-the- 
card. McAlester made it very clear that this 
“is not stir fiy,” whatever that was supposed 
to mean.

That was about it. I found out that these 
food people, McAlester at least, are just nor-
mal, nice folks. Be nice to them. There is 
no conspiracy with the ACFU (American 
Chicken Farmers Union), but if you’ve got 
an axe to grind or a recipe to suggest, come 
to the next meeting. Besides, you get free 
cookies.

^appy Siolidays from your friendly Sdoon staff
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Star-Crossed Dumpers
By  Coba lt  Blu e , GI

She started listing all the reasons and, 
I’m ashamed to say, I found it all quite 
amusing. I mean, I didn’t need all these rea-
sons. One was good enough for me.

The simple reason that she didn’t want to 
be with me was enough of a reason to end 
our relationship. Isn’t that sufficient in and 
of itself without going into all the minor dif-
ferences of our personalities... she was a 
worrier and I wasn’t... she needed structure 
and I was a free spirit... All of these were 
overkill after her first revelation that she 
didn’t want to be with me. I for one certain-
ly had no plans to try to force her to stay 
against her will.

She just kept listing and listing and as the

list grew longer and more contrived... I like 
cats and you like dogs... I couldn’t help but 
become more amused. It became obvious 
that the reasons she was listing weren’t for 
me but for herself. She was trying hard to 
convince herself that leaving me was the 
right thing to do.

That’s when I lost it and began laughing. 
Then she lost it and began crying and all 
hell broke loose in a five foot radius of 
where we sat.

I wanted to comfort her but I didn’t know 
how. “Look, everything is gonna be okay, 
alright? Look, I’m okay. You’re not the 
first person to dump me and you won’t be 
the last. I’m sad but I’ll survive.” I’m

afraid the smile on my face didn’t match the 
countenance of my words because this 
speech only made her cry harder.

“Listen. We all need to do what we need 
to do to survive. You would be miserable if 
you stayed with me. It’s important that you 
do what will make you happy. I would 
rather see you happy and without me than to 
have you with me and hating life.”

She slowly dried the tears from her eyes; 
and nodding, one last time she put her arms 
around me. “We’ll always be friends,” she 
said. Then she got up and left.

It wasn’t until then that I realized I had 
just dumped myself.

The Nate In My Claset
By  Coba lt  Blue , GI

He came again last night. I still don’t 
know how he gets in. All the doors were 
locked and all the windows barred.

He usually comes in the still of the night 
when I’m laying in bed unable to sleep. 
This time he brought several boxes and 
crates and a few old wooden chests. They 
just silently appeared in my living room last 
night.

“You’re back.”
“Yes, and I’ve decided to stay.”
“What’s in the crates?” I asked.
“Oh, just a few things that I thought you 

might want to examine,” he said.
I wiped the dust from their lids. They 

were stamped with curious names in bold, 
black letters: fears, anxieties, shattered 
dreams, broken relationships, bitter disap-
pointments.

“Sorry, I’m not interested.”
“Suit yourself.”

“You’re not from around here are you?” 
“No. I am foreign to your world. I’m an 

outsider. An ‘alien’ - if you will. I come 
from a place where pain is defined as the air 
that we breathe and happiness is only anger 
in remission. To adapt I have become numb 
and emotionless. I no longer feel pleasure 
or joy nor sorrow or despair.” He paused 
for a moment then with a definitive turn of 
his head he directed his eyes into mine and 
his stare reached out with a frozen grasp and 
seized the very gut wrenching, bottom of my 
soul and held it fast in its icy grip. “I am all 
the things that make you not human.”

He walked with a cool, unconscious pre-
cision toward the chair I sat in. Far above 
me he loomed. “I’ve visited before. I’m 
here to stay now.”

“You... you can’t. I’m... really quite 
busy and there’s really no room for you here 
anyway and...”

“I didn’t say you had any choice in the 
matter.” And with that being said he picked 
me up, light and gentle like a feather and 
placed me in the hallway closet. With one 
blink he assumed my appearance. Then 
with a grin on his face and a tear in his eye 
he shut the door and the lonely click of the 
lock echoed in the darkness.

Now I sit in these black and stifling con-
fines waiting in hope that one day my jailer 
will be discovered and someone will come 
with the jingling of keys to release the real 
me. My deepest fear I keep suppressed - 
that they will come too late and when they 
find me the strength will be gone from my 
limbs and my mind will be dull and my 
vocal cords will have all dried up, turned 
brittle and snapped fi-om my constant cries. 
So, it is with that in mind, I leave this note 
to explain how it all happened.

HOMES EXPUUMS:

w STEPHEN Conn

T^ia /a . I'm  in  tub  securi ty  ntucK
-I'M Bid- K. COMING- FimiHE 
PARW usr ARE SOME KIPS-LBli 
CALLTBEAA N UTTLS. k.

NOlN FROM MY POINT OF VIEW,THEY 
U)0K DRUNK ANP STONEP^ ABOUT Tt> 
SRBtk INIID THE TREASURER'5 OFTICE 
OR START SOME IONt> OF

K = k(DW>6S+BOOZE)

BUT l=RDAMHelB. VIEWPOINT, THEY 
TMNKTHEY'te ALRidfiTjTIMT lilTHE ONE 
WHOS WW)N&. IF THET THiNk 30, THEN 
I INTROOUCEX THEM TO 

another  / \ ASPECT OFRELATTVim \nENSlH
CONTRAOTON.
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Rumors of Particles and Waves
BY JASON BIELAGUS, '98

The distinction between particles and 
waves seems beyond reconciliation. A 
wave is a movement through a fluid, like a 
ripple shaken by “a wind from God sweep-
ing over the water,” a movement in which 
no particular thing moves in the direction of 
the wave, but only a shape and an energy. 
Particles need no fluid in which to be propa-
gated, but can hurtle through a void, needing 
only an original impulse. The ideas of parti-
cles and waves are exclusive; we must have 
one or the other.

Cathode rays surprise us by being 
able to conform to either a particulate or a 
wave explanation, like an ambitious politi-
cian before a crowd, a supple bower, bend-
ing his speech to the slightest shift in the 
audience’s expectations.

A cathode ray is generated by intro-
ducing a space in a conductor carrying elec-
tricity. The electricity, hoping to continue 
the flow of current by crossing the gap (one 
end of which is called the anode, and the 
other end the cathode), jumps from one end 
of the break to the other and overshoots its 
mark. This beam of electricity propelled 
from the gap is the cathode ray.

The cathode ray can be deflected by a 
magnetic field (made by electric current) in 
a definite charge to mass ratio. The charge, 
which makes one part of the ratio, was 
found by Milikan not to be continuous, but 
changes only in discreet, definite quantities, 
called “electrons.” Since the charge, which 
controls the magnetic field affecting the 
cathode ray and comprises one part of the 
charge to mass ratio, is quantized, the cath-
ode ray must be made of discreet quantities 
of charge, charged particles.

If the cathode is made of particles, 
then these particles should adhere to the 
classic mechanical laws of Newton and 
Maxwell. Unfortunately, the laws of

Newton and Maxwell don’t work with these 
most small particles. Some sort of micro 
solar system, made of electrons orbiting a 
nucleus, would collapse and such an atom 
could not exist.

Taking this same cathode ray and 
aiming it through a partition broken by thin 
slits, the pattern the ray makes after crossing 
the segmented partition resembles the inter-
ference patterns made by waves after they 
pass through a slotted wall, suggesting to the 
observer that the electrons of the ray are 
waves, a ripple through a subtle medium.

The electron can be described by 
wave equations. The agreement with wave 
equations and its wave-like interference pat-
terns tempts one to think the electron is a 
wave. Were it a wave, one would think it 
needs a medium in which to undulate. What 
would this medium be? How can we find 
it? Our inability to establish the existence of 
this medium, other than space itself, and the 
gross uncertainty rampant in these compli-
cated wave equations, keeps us from believ-
ing the electron to be a wave.

The electron evidently conforms to 
the question of the audience. If a scientist 
constructs an experiment to affirm his suspi-
cion that the ray is made of particles, the ray 
will behave like particles. But tailor the 
experiment to confirm that the same ray is a 
wave, and like a flattering courtesan, the 
same ray will now appear to be waves.

The question one asks begs the 
answer. What is suspected of the ray deter-
mines what it is found to be. What it truly 
is, regardless of what you suspect it to be, 
eludes you; it seems to be what you want it 
to be.

The text book I read in high school 
told me a rumor. It had pictures of atoms, 
like little solar systems (which was no coin-
cidence, but the vain attempt to explain the

atom using the same math used to explain 
the planets), and the rumor was that those 
pictures were what we would see, were we 
small enough to see it. But no explanation 
of the electron that I’ve read yet would 
allow for such a neat picture.

The electron points to the limit of our 
conception. Our imagination, perhaps even 
our thinking faculty and the language from 
which it is built, and the attempt to call 
something “true,” is flawed. Why can this 
phenomena not harmonize with our intu-
ition? How can the electron be both a parti-
cle and a wave? It seems to be both, and 
neither.

More moving than the frustration 
arising from trying to explain the electron is 
the fear that the electron is not alone. Could 
there be other things in our experience 
which is what we make of them? Could, 
perhaps, everything become what we sus-
pect it to be? For instance, if I hear a rumor 
of a friend, and instead of challenging the 
rumor and inquiring its original source, like 
we do here at St. John’s with ideas, I believe 
the rumor to some degree. Suddenly, the 
friend in question behaves as I suspected; a 
subtle movement, a falter, an eye motion, 
convict him.

To avoid the above, and appearing as 
ridiculous as the mad colonel from Dr. 
Strangelove (who takes for proof that the 
commies have poisoned the water the fact 
that he’s never seen a commie drink a glass 
of water), we must retreat to our faculty for 
inquiry and the language of pure mathemat-
ics. Socratically challenging our conceptual 
imagination and reining it in by not allowing 
ourselves to believe any image it gives us 
which cannot be had from our pure mathe-
matics will keep us from proceeding astray. 
It is like saying that now, no painting is as 
true as a graph.

From the Editor : A Holiday Recipe
At this time of year my thoughts center around home-cooking. Fruit cakes, lime Jello with grapes, and Spam. Every year we all 

gather around the dinner table on Christmas day and eat my favorite dish ever. Spam loaf. Here's the recipe my family waits for all 
year:
Ingredients: four cans of Spam, carrots, white bread, three sticks of butter, peanut butter, and ajar of pickles

Mix all ingredients, except one stick of butter, in a Tupperware bowl. Grease the Spam Loaf with the remaining stick of butter and 
put in the oven at 325 degrees F for 30 minutes. Voila! Your main course is succulent to the palate and a holiday treat for all to enjoy!
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Maj or Triad so Grounding?Why is ihe
By  Jacob  Keller , '98

It is too bad that we do not take time 
in Sophomore Music to study frequency and 
wavelength in conjunction with string- 
length and tone; studying these terms would 
help a bit with understanding senior lab and 
waves in general: we would understand 
sooner that we do not really understand 
what is a wave. Putting aside epistemelogi- 
cal questions, let us go back to the first con-
cern here mentioned: what is the relation-
ship of string-length to wavelength and fre-
quency?

Without going into much detail, 
which detail would lead us into the spectacle 
of ignorance, the relationships are fairly 
clear. Wavelength and string-length are 
related directly, and frequency and string- 
length are related inversely. If the ratio of a 
perfect fifth in terms of string-length was 
3:2, it is 2:3 in terms of frequency. When a 
string-length gets shorter, the wavelength 
decreases and the frequency gets higher: in 
terms of the phenomenon, the tone gets 
higher.

It is strange that we refer to some-
thing when it gets smaller as sounding high-
er; can we hear frequency getting higher? 
Does this relationship come from flute- or 
recorder-playing, in which the player moves 
his hands more or less up the instrument to 
raise the tone? What about cellists and 
bassists, who move their hands down the 
neck, or pianists, who play from left to 
right? Does God on high sing soprano, and 
Satan sing a ground bass? But let us return 
the focus to the title question: why is the 
major triad so grounding?

For one thing, let us include in our 
major triad not only 1,3,5 but also 8; let us 
say the notes C, E, G, and C’. When one 
plays this on a piano or with four voices, 
one can hardly imagine a more lovely 
sound, besides perhaps the Christian’s secret

pleasure: the fully-diminished seventh. 
Whereas the fully diminished seventh’s deli-
ciousness is one lacking completion, like the 
raped and abused concubine of Judges 
19.27, the C major chord is after the concu-
bine’s man took her and “cut her up limb by 
limb into twelve parts”: she becomes as sat-
isfying as our C major chord—end of story. 
But why?

The major chord is 
grounding because of 

the phenomenon 
known as "Group 

Frequency".
The first answer is that the frequen-

cies represent the harmonic ratio of 4:5:6. 
What does this tell us? We like whole, con-
secutive numbers? Our passions are moved 
by them? We feel as we count? Who can 
say? The title question is more interested, 
however, in the grounding aspect of the 
chord.

The major chord is grounding 
because of the phenomenon known as 
“group frequency.” Group frequency is the 
result of two waves superimposed on each 
other. The equation for finding the new fre-
quency says to split the difference of the two 
frequencies in order to find the resultant fre-
quency. The derivation is common sense 
for the imagination, so I will leave it out. So 
let us try out this formula on a real-life situ-
ation: the C major chord.

The tone C is defined, usually, as the 
vibration of something at 256 cycles per 
second or hertz(Hz). Let us combine it first 
with something vibrating at 512Hz, the C 
one octave above it, which is in the familiar 
ratio of 1:2, i.e. 256:512::! :2. Splitting the 
difference, we get 128Hz for the group fre-
quency. What note is this? The ratio

128:256 (the group frequency : the root 
note’s frequency) is 1:2, which is the same 
as the root note one octave down. This note 
is the C that is one octave lower than that 
which is played in the chord, one reason 
why the major chord is grounding.

Let us take the fifth, a G, vibrating at 
384Hz. Splitting the difference, we get 
64Hz, which has the same ratio with 256Hz 
as 1:4. The note represented by this fre-
quency is the C two octaves down, another 
reason why the chord is grounding.

Let us now take the major third, 
which vibrates at 320Hz. Again, splitting 
the difference, we get 32Hz. The ratio 
32:256 is equal to 1:8, which is the C three 
octaves down. What about the minor third 
from E to G? The split difference here is 
again 32, the frequency of the C three 
octaves down. Both of the thirds contribute 
to sounding the C three octaves down.

In terms of group frequencies, then, 
we can see that the ratios in the major chord 
will only have group frequencies in terms of 
octaves of the root. This, perhaps, is the 
reason that the major chord grounds the lis-
tener in a particular key. I have omitted the 
sixth and the fourth in the major chord only 
for brevity; the sixth (between E and C’) 
actually makes the G two octaves lower, and 
the fourth (between G and C’) makes the C 
three octaves down. What is evident is that 
the primary note in the group frequencies is 
C, and that after repeating the process on the 
first generation of group frequencies, there 
are no other frequencies than C (the G dis-
appears). This phenomenon, which is prob-
ably audible on some level, is probably 
more responsible for Pythagoras’ love of 
consonances than the whole number ratios; 
the major chord, or any part of it, is more 
than the sum of its parts. Who does not love 
spontaneous creation?
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Thinly  Veiled  Philosop hic  Tracts  Masoueradino  as  a  

Random  Colle ction  of  Reviews

Adrian  Lucia , '00

LOST HIGHWAY David Lynch 
To apply the word “understand” to Lost 
Highway, the latest David Lynch film, is per-
haps inherently flawed. For such language 
lends itself to the supposition that there exists 
a correct (singular) and comprehensive way to 
interpret the film. This is not to say that the 
movie is unintelligible, that one should not 
pursue an attempt to form an overall impres-
sion of it’s themes. No: by creating a film 
which provides the possibility of an apparent-
ly infinite number of interpretations. Lynch 
sets in motion a dialogue between the 
viewers—one which, certainly, will 
never be resolved. But it is a dialogue 
nonetheless, encouraging an engaged 
and terribly confused audience. A 
good thing.

Some things: Lost Highway 
considers the re-creation of charac-
ter as a means of fulfilling desire.
This produces a convergence of mul-
tiple realities—certain characters find 
themselves in two places at once. An 
analogy: reading a Choose Your Own 
Adventure book straight through, mak-
ing all the choices at the end of each chap-
ter and proceeding to experience the outcome 
of each decision. For Lynch, the characters 
reconstruct the past through imagination (“I 
want to remember things my way” says Fred) 
thereby fusing and making indistinguishable 
the fantastical and the actual. All the charac-
ters become manifestations of each other. 
Lynch reduces individuality to choice. But 
something false and contrived remains, and 
eventually the (psychologically or actually) 
fabricated world collapses in on itself—implo-
sion, an image on which Lynch lingers—^and 
the character is left only with a clone of him-
self.

ARETE (human excellence, virtue)
Five ways of seeing arete: 1) agility, a lack of 
vulgarity, good posture; 2) rust, a river, eyes; 
3) there is no singularity, mon ami; 3) aban-
don the inability to repair; 3) a gesture amidst 
the oak leaves filling the air & our lungs.

SONGS: OHIA self-titled LP 
The immediate description of Songs: Ohia is 
“very Palace” (notice the adjectival form of 
Will Oldman’s sometimes brilliant, sometimes

unintentionally self-caricaturing “band”; the 
word “Palace” now includes a band, a label, & 
an adjective which sufficiently describes other 
music). But Palace, generally, is hailed by 
indie-rockers, (emphasis on the rock), not by 
knowledgeable, respected folk musicians, folk 
music of course being the immediate inspira-
tion for Will Oldman’s music. Not to say that 
this devalues Palace. No: the perhaps ironic, 

perhaps unflinchingly serious 
poignancy of Palace music is 

undeniable. Songs: Ohia, 
however, is not Palace. 

Songs: Ohia is without 
question a legitimate 
if not also influential 
artistic force; with 
Palace this remains 
in question because 
of Oldman’s appar-
ent attempt merely 
to create a sound, 
not strictly & direct-

ly to write good 
songs. Jason Molina 

(i.e. Songs: Ohia) writes 
good songs. It’s not mere 

posturing; it’s that type of 
song writing which is at once 

direct & complex, simple & artistically 
poignant: “If I have been too constant/then 
you have been this thing too”. The songs are 
slow & fairly short, the vocals are well-enun-
ciated & often haunting, the occasional saxo-
phone fits perfectly. It’s not tragedy, it’s hon-
esty. (Secretly Canadian Records / 1703 N. 
Maple St. / Bloomington, IN 47404)

JOHN GRISHAM books 
There is an argument which purports to justify 
the commercial, corporate money-driven, 
when-can-we-sign-the-movie-contract books 
“written” by John Grisham and other such 
nefarious characters (Maeve Binchy, Tom 
Clancy, Michael Crighton, Danielle Steele, 
etc.): such books are not “art”, i.e. literature, 
but rather simply entertainment to which any 
literate person may have access. It is the age- 
old high-low split with an economic additive. 
That is: should the artist compromise the ref-
erential and technical complexity of the work 
of art for the sake of its palatability to the un- 
artistic public. The quandary is a more diffi-

cult one to solve than your average Drum-
smoking, Camus-reading, eagerly dismissive, 
cappuccino caf6 butterfly is wont to admit at 
first glance. Perhaps everyone’s favorite 
intellectual, Herr Doktor Professor Thomas 
Mann, might help: “We spoke of the union of 
the advanced with the popular, the closing of 
the gulf between art and accessibility, high 
and low, as once in a certain sense it had been 
brought about by the romantic movement, lit-
erary and musical. But after that had followed 
a new and deeper cleavage and alienation 
between the good and the easy, the worth-
while and the entertaining, the advanced and 
the generally enjoyable, which has become the 
destiny of art. Was it sentimentality to say 
that music—and she stood for them all— 
demanded with growing consciousness to step 
out of her dignified isolation, to find common 
ground without becoming common, and to 
speak a language which even the musically 
untaught could understand, as it understood 
the Wolf’s Glen and the Jungfemkranz and 
Wagner? Anyhow, sentimentality was not the 
means to this end, but instead and much soon-
er irony, mockery; which, clearing the air, 
made an opposing party against the romantic, 
against pathos and prophecy, sound-intoxica-
tion and literature and a bond with the objec-
tive and elemental—^that is, with the rediscov-
ery of music itself as an organization of time. 
A most precarious start. For how near did not 
lie the false primitive, and thus the romantic 
again! To remain on the height of intellect; to 
resolve into the matter-of-course the most 
exclusive productions of European musical 
development, so that everybody could grasp 
the new; to make themselves its master, 
applying it unconcernedly as free building 
material and making tradition felt, recoined 
into the opposite of the epigonal; to make 
technique, however high it had climbed, 
entirely unimportant, and aU the arts of coun-
terpoint and instrumentation to disappear and 
melt together to an effect of simplicity very 
far from simplicity, and intellectually winged 
simplicity—^that seemed to be the object and 
the craving of art” (Doctor Faustus, pp. 320- 
321. Translated by H.T. Lowe-Porter. New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948). Well?

An analogy: reading 
a Choose Your Own 

Adventure book 
straight through, 

making all the choic-
es at the end of each 
chapter and proceed-
ing to experience the 

outcome of each 
decision.
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Gabriel and Ian at the Movies: Starship Troopers, and Them
Gabri el  Gryf fyn , '00 an d  Ian  Ston er , '99

We know that we have already reviewed 
two movies about giant killer bugs this 
semester. But hey, if they keep making 'em, 
we’ll keep watching 'em. Perhaps this is 
indicative of some strange obsession. We 
prefer to think of it simply as an embracing 
of our roots. So here they are, a new one 
and a classic. Hail insects.
Starship Trooper s-
You must see it. The movie has it all: big 
guns, breasts, square-jawed men, myriad 
bugs ranging from a mere foot in diameter, 
to those a solid twenty feet high. There are 
so many severed limbs, you could fill a 
warehouse. So much blood of so many dif-
ferent colors and consistencies that they 
comprise a rich palette of which Leonardo 
would have been proud. So much charred 
flesh that if the movie had been projected in 
smell-o-vision, the entire audience would 
have been yakking on its collective shoes. 
Oh, and the propaganda. . . it adds such 
dimension to the film. It has been a long 
time since we saw such a skillful handling 
of pure microwaveable cheese. Plus the 
movie has direct bearing on the program, as 
all the characters are stoics. Really. The 
movie could have been called ‘Epictetus

Troopers’ without pretension. Never have 
we seen such a collection of stalwart men 
and women so steadfast in the face of immi-
nent death. Perhaps the only problem with 
the film was the rampant and unforgivable 
interchanging of the words “bug” and 
“arachnid.” When will people learn?

While “Starship Troopers” may not 
change the political climate of the world, 
eradicate disease, or find parents for 
orphans, it certainly will entertain. At last 
we have an enjoyable science fiction movie 
after rather a lengthy string of disappoint-
ments.
Rating-Seven legs up. (We must have a leg 
to stand on.)

Them-
As far as we can tell, this is the first movie 
about giant killer bugs. It is from the early 
fifties, and is part of the rash of movies 
speculating wildly about the possible ramifi-
cations of the testing of the atomic bomb. 
The mutant creature in this fine tale: ants. 
The ants start off in the heart of our favorite 
state. The state that has become a home to 
us all: scenic New Mexico. “Them” avoids 
speculating that the giantism of the ants is in

fact due to the positive energies radiating 
from Santa Fe, and holds firm to its hypoth-
esis that the ionizing radiation from the 
Trinity site that is the culprit. But when the 
hive sends out two new queens, the problem 
spreads beyond the bounds of New Mexico, 
and people begin to care.

One of the main characters is a rare 
sort of scientist who can identify a mystery 
footprint as belonging to a giant ant, and is 
in favor of eradicating this newly discovered 
form of life with flame-throwers and 
cyanide. The story is fun, the black and 
white cinematography is beautiful, and the 
ant effects are pretty remarkable for the 
time.

Unfortunately, this movie is not 
available for rental at Hastings, so if you 
want to see it, you will have to go to a 
slightly classier joint, and shell out some 
slightly more copious dough. Just ask your-
self how much giant man eating ants are 
worth to you. Rating-see N.M. crushed 
beneath the onslaught of a crowd of crusty 
chitinous critters.

The Ovation Bearers: An Informal Review of the Thespian Spectacle J.B.
By  THE Cossa ck  Beast -Woma n  Laris sa  Arche r , '01 and  her  vene rable  sid eki ck  aa ron  mehl haf f , '01

Agamehlhaff: Oh, Shame upon the earth! 
Apollo! Apollo!
Clytamnissa: What wreaks such calamity 
upon thy manly bosom, O thrasher of lesser 
men?
Agamehlhaff: Oh, that this too, too, studly 
flesh would spend itself not on the field of 
battle but on the stage, so that, just as the 
players in J.B. flaunted their dramatic 
prowess before the gods of the Great Hall on 
December 6, and 7,1 may also show my rev-
erence for the gods in dramaturgical ecstasy! 
Would that any performance I could give 
show the same confidence, energy, and tech-
nical ability as do these actors.
Clytamnissa: What bombastical hogwa—I 
mean, intriguing news is this, o god among
men, o dissector of cats...purrr....
Agamehlhaff: O Clytamnissa, Breaker of 
Men, know you not of the recent perfor-
mances of the great and powerful play J.B., 
written by Archibald MacLeish and directed 
by Seth Brown, featuring a tour de force

assemblage of Johnnies as the cast? 
Clytamnissa: Of course, the play all the 
sophists,—^I mean, St. John’s students, were 
looking forward to attending? Upon seeing it, 
many were fascinated by its portrayal of the 
theological questions inspired by one of the 
most controversial books in the Bible. 
Anyway, relax thy savage nerves, my brate, 
and enjoy the bath I’ve prepared for you... 
Agamehlhaff. How can I compete with them? 
J.B. is a play of incredible proportions! By 
Zeus, woman, it’s a modem retelling of the 
Book of Job in a circus sideshow setting! 
That is a work of godly proportions, and 
doesn’t even account for the fact that J.B. is 
considered both Christian and existentialist at 
the same time! I’m only a lowly warrior. 
Clytamnissa: Your manliness overwhelms 
me. Spare me your stunning presence by 
secluding yourself in the cleansing pool of 
water I have so thoughtfully prepared for you, 
mighty fine woman that I am.
Agamehlhaff: By the dog! It had almost

slipped from my humble, yet, brilliant, mind, 
that Tony Jacobs, Master of Theatrical 
Edifices, constmcted the sets! They consisted 
of a red and white tent-like backdrop, an 
aged-looking wooden platform, and a shadow 
screen upon which Sergio Preston, playing 
god as circus balloon-vendor, and Lloyd 
Bricken as the popcorn -selling Satan, cast 
their noble masked profiles in their Biblical 
dialogues. And blessed was Tony with a 
crew of able-bodied, flowing haired men and 
women who sawed the pitiless wood and 
nailed it with much skill.
Clytamnissa: Yes, that’s nice... I attended the
play with Aegisthus on Saturday ..... but
shouldn’t you get in the bath now? You’re 
awfully dirty, you really ought to, and cleanse 
your godlike pimple-free visage. 
Agamehlhaff: A bath sounds soothing my 
lioness, my murderously beautiful queen!
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By  Rach ael  Pitki n , *00
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